
Left masterslide Right masterslide

6. Fitting the cord weights

Move the master slides to the half open position as shown
before cutting the cord for the cord weights.

= = = =

Left pulley
Right pulley

Left masterslide Right masterslide

How to switch the cord pull if required (before cutting the cord)

1. Unscrew the overlap arm from the left hand masterslide
(see fig. 11).

2. Pull the cord to ensure that the masterslides are at each end
of the track.

3. Unloop cord from the left hand masterslide (see figs.12&13).

4. Hold the masterslide and pull the cord through until all slack
is removed.

5. Hold the the left hand masterslide and hook the cord out
from the left hand pulley, then pull down removing the slack
from the left hand masterslide.

6. Twist the cord and loop onto the masterslide and pull to
tighten the loop (see fig. 15).

7. Pull the cord to check the operation of the masterslides.

8. Replace the left hand overlap arm (see fig. 16).
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Corded Pole
Parts Supplied

Lengths

Brackets

Track

Gliders

Overlap arm

Cord Weights

Finials

Wall plugs

36mm wall screws

Contents

visit us at

A

D

1

E

F

2

B

86

86

1.5 m      1.8 m                    2.4m

11

11

33

2

2

2

2

16                        20           26C

Fitting supplied

Warning! – Young children can strangle in the loop of
pull cords, chains and tapes, and cords that operate 
window coverings.  They can also wrap cords around 
their necks. To avoid strangulation and entanglement, 
keep cords out of the reach of young children. Move 
beds, cots and furniture away from window covering.

Please ensure that the correct wall plugs and screws 
are used for your wall type.

Finials may vary from those illustrated

Integra Products Ltd
High Point, Sandy Hill Business Park,
Sandy Way, Amington, Tamworth,
Staffordshire B77 4DU

Safety

Only use a step ladder or stable chair to
reach the fixing height.
Do not over reach. Always move the
stepladder or chair, so that you are in a
safe working position.
Do not hold or lean on the pole to
support your weight.
Use two people for the installation of
longer poles.
Take care when using power tools, use
of a Residual Current Device (RCD) is
recommended.
Always wear eye protection when
drilling.
Beware of hidden pipe runs and cables.

L5485/Iss 3

1

1

4

2

2

6

6

4

fax: +44 (0)1543 267105tel: +44 (0)1543 267100

web: www.integra-products.co.uk

email: cus.care@integra-products.co.uk

Refit overlap arm.
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Before screwing the overlap
arm in place, loop the cord as
shown and pull down on the
cord to tighten the loop.

D



Whe

Mark the position of the 
backplate holes and drill into
the wall or wooden batten
using the correct screw.
Insert the correct wall plugs if
drilled into a wall and secure 
the back plate to the wall with
the correct size screws.

Once all of the brackets have been fitted, 
locate the recess in the pole on the top lip of 
each bracket and rotate the pole downwards 
so that the bottom of the recess clips into the 
bottom lip of the bracket.

Tighten the grub screws with the Allen Key 
provided.

Slide the Bracket Body
onto the back plate

n you have decided the location of the pole, using a spirit level, mark
out the position of the fixing line, 10cm above the window recess and
allow 10cm either side of the recess for the curtains to stack back.

Measure out the position of the intermediate brackets, spacing
them equally between the two outer brackets.

1. Marking out the position

10cm

= = =

10cm

1

3 4

2

2. Fixing wall brackets

Pull left hand side of loop to
move masterslide to the left.

During this operation be
careful not to lose the
loop inside the track.

When the masterslide is fully to the
left, lock off the cord as shown.

Unlock the cord.

5. Adjusting the Masterslides

Left masterslide Right masterslide

Unloop the cord from the left masterslide.

Pull the cord weight until the right hand masterslide is fully
at the right hand end of the track.

10

8 9

12 13

14 15

Unscrew overlap arm.
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3. Cutting the track  

4. Fitting the track  

5

Loosen screw
Remove finial

6

Loosen screw

Mark proposed cut on pole

7

30m
m

Slide pulley so that it is 30mm inboard of cut

Tighten screw

Cut using a hack saw




